Benchmarking

Michael Larabel
Quick Talk

- Few Phoronix Test Suite Comments
- Request For Driver Developers
- Discussion, Requests, Comments For Future Testing To Promote “X.Org” & Making Tests Useful For Driver Developers.
(Graphics) Driver Requests:

- Better Standardize Bits Of Run-Time Information.
  - Current Clock Frequencies
  - Current Core / Memory Usage
  - Thermal / Power Information
  Etc...

- Debugfs vs. sysfs.
- Naming conventions, etc.
- Units: MHz vs. kHz, etc.

- Information has generally been different with each driver,
  plus the binary blobs...
- Previously discussed such plans with Martin Peres, Eugeni
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- Requests, Comments, Otherwise
  - Making Phoronix Tests More Useful For Driver Developers, Etc.
    (While Still Being Interesting For End-Users / Enthusiasts.)
- Other Tests To See, Etc.
The End
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